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Underwater survey services were requested to perform an inspection
of the 12” Ductile Iron WM subaqueous crossing on the North side of
the North Causeway Bridge due to suspected pipeline failure.
Divers utilizing surface supplied air diving equipment with hard wire
communications inspected the utility crossing. Diving operations were
conducted from a 28’ dive boat. Underwater photography and video
was utilized to document existing conditions during the inspection.
The crossing was inspected in March of 2017 Pre-Hurricane IRMA and
found to be in serviceable condition. Post Hurricane inspection
January 18th, 2018 found the pipeline failed and leaking.
Diving inspection findings are as follows:
Post Hurricane Irma – 12” Ductile Iron Water Main North Bridge
The 12” ductile iron water main was inspected Post Hurricane Irma on
January 18, 2018 following the suspected failure of the pipe.
The diver located the source of the leak at a previous clamp and spool
piece repair to the pipeline. Initial inspection revealed approximately 6’
of vertical scour directly beneath the pipe and existing repair clamp
assembly. Vertical alignment of the east and west pipes was noted as
slightly off elevation. Horizontal alignment also is suspected to be
slightly off. Further investigation revealed the East Clamp failed and
was leaking at the gasket retainer ring to the spool piece. The gasket
material was protruding out from both ends of the East Clamp.
Previously installed cement rip rap bag support piers were found
undermined and failed.
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The diver noted the presence of failed hardware on the East Clamp.
The failed hardware was noted on all sides of the clamp and included
1 missing bolt and 6 failed eyelets. 4 of the 8 bolts appear to still be
intact.
The West Clamp was found in place. All hardware was in place and no
leaks or gasket material was visible.
Inspection of the pipeline east and west of the spool piece area
revealed that the ground line beneath the pipe has changed
drastically since the last inspection of March 2017.
The pipe on the east side of the repair clamps and spool piece was
suspended and unsupported for a total length of approximately 65
lineal feet. This area of suspension includes 3 unsupported pipe joints
which are now suspended in an imminent failure condition. The maximum
height of suspension east of the repair is approximately 3’.
The pipe on the west side of the repair was suspended and unsupported
for approximately 17’. The maximum height of suspension west of the
repair is approximately 4 ½’.
PrePre-Hurricane Irma - 12” Ductile Iron Water Main North Bridge:
Previous inspection of the 12” Ductile Iron Water Main was completed
on March 2, 2017 prior to Hurricane Irma and documented the
following:
121’ of the 12” DI WM was found exposed, of the 121’ of exposure, 20’
of the 12” DI WM was found completely suspended and unsupported.
Sta. 5+35 to Sta. 5+15 pipe was suspended 24” maximum
Sta. 5+05 to Sta. 4+14 pipe was found to be exposed, some parts of the
pipe were covered but the joints were exposed on average 30 – 50%.
Clamps and spool piece installed on January 17, 2014 were found 50%
exposed between Sta. 4+85 and Sta. 4+80. No movement, damage, or
leaks noted on repair clamps and spool piece.
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Synopsis:
Post Hurricane Irma
Irma
12” WM North Bridge Crossing
Suspended pipe refers to sections of the 12” underwater water main
that are currently unsupported and stressed. Ball and socket or bell
and spigot pipe is designed to be supported and are not designed to
have excessive free spans of unsupported pipe and joints. Pipe Joints,
where suspended, are currently experiencing additional stress to the
bell and spigot sections (male and female) due to no bedding or
uniform soil support below pipe.
Exposed pipe refers to sections of pipe that are uncovered laying on
the bottom of the river bed. Exposed sections that are not buried are
subjected to accelerated corrosion rates and damage from vessel
ground tackle and transient debris.
Subaqueous pipeline crossings are typically designed and permitted to
be buried for their entirety to protect against the negative effects of
exposure and suspension outlined above.
Current Suspended sections of pipe are now in an imminent failure
condition Post Hurricane Irma attributable to the extreme scour
experienced during the hurricane.
Steps to provide support, immobilization and protection should be
taken immediately. Industry standard repair method is the cement rip
rap bag repair. Cement rip rap bags are used to build up the ground line
beneath the suspended/scoured out pipeline and restore support.
Pipelines are supported underneath and covered on top in a pyramid
type fashion to support and protect the pipes as well as induce
siltation to further protect the crossings.
Due to the extreme tidal surge, wind driven currents and accelerated
water flow experienced during Hurricane Irma at the crossing, we
believe the pipelines ground line was scoured out beneath during the
storm, leaving it unsupported and suspended (hanging) for a distance
of at least 82+’. This lack of support likely caused the unsupported
joints to shift downward and reach their maximum deflection,
ultimately causing failure of the repaired section (East Clamp).
The crossing now has 82’ of suspended and unsupported pipe. 62’ of
which did not exist before Hurricane Irma. The current unsupported
joints have already moved downward in elevation (drooped) to maximum
joint deflection with no support and are experiencing excessive
stress/strain on the joints (bell/spigot).
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We have documented the same underwater conditions Post Hurricane
Irma for the City of Cocoa and the City of Melbourne. Cocoa’s 36”
PCCP WM was scoured out beneath and failed completely in the Indian
River and was also severely scoured out beneath in the Banana River.
Melbourne’s 20” DI was scoured out in the Indian River with the pipeline
left suspended and unsupported as well. Both were repaired as
described above via the cement rip rap bag method.
Recommendations:
1) Apply for USACOE permits (emergency basis) to install cement rip
rap bags above and below the pipe to provide support,
immobilization, and protection.
2) Support the pipeline at each joint initially via the cement bag
method in piers.
3) Remove failed clamp/s. Realign pipe sections and install new
clamps and spool piece.
4) Provide support, immobilization, stabilization, and protection via
the cement bag method to all sections of pipe suspended and
exposed.
5) Inspect all City owned Underwater Utilities Crossings in the area
to document current existing post incident conditions.
6) Document all Hurricane Irma related damage to City subaqueous
utilities/assets.

Scott C. Anderson
President
Logan Diving & Salvage
www.logandiving.com
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